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Video: Great For Online Instruction

This video can also be viewed on YouTube at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1jw8O0z4S0

- Jing makes it easy record, upload, and share your video with others

- Click on the video to see how easy it is to make and share a tutorial

Click on the above image to view the video on YouTube....
Jing – Producing & Sharing A Video

• There are several ways to use Jing with your computer applications and accessories.

• Click on the video to see examples
Jing: Upload Options + Embedding

This video can also be viewed on YouTube at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ivq0zPi-uU

- Upload the video to YouTube... or to ScreenCast if you want to limit access
- Share a link or embed the video
- Use for asynchronous discussions, lectureettes, or short tutorials.

Click on the above image to view the video on YouTube....
Jing Options

• Learn about customizing your Jing Buttons... to determine:
  – Where to upload (ScreenCast, YouTube, Flickr, etc)
  – Whether you want a link or the embed code

At: http://help.jingproject.com/share/share-save-and-more.html

After watching the short video, you are given to option to learn more:
Choose ‘Screencast.com’ to find out how to get the embed code
Choose ‘YouTube’ to find out how to upload directly to YouTube with the Pro version
Highlights

• Jing is great for short “casual” videos
  – Under 5 minutes
  – No postproduction editing
  – Fast and easy to share video URL link or to embed video

• Basic Version
  – Free
  – Saves video as .swf (flash)
  – Includes 2GB of space on ScreenCast.com

• Pro Version Also Includes
  – Option to save as .mp4 (for smaller file size)
  – With a single click, can upload directly to YouTube
Appendix A: Recording Tips

• Get a good headset. Logitech is fine, but using one where the wiring is fully encased (shielded, like coaxial cables) is even better.

• Make sure to select the *correct* microphone to use... prior to starting your recording (e.g., some people have a web cam microphone, a headset microphone, etc)

• Remove the typical reason for a background static noise in video recordings... Keep the microphone/headset away from power sources or cords carrying electricity. Unplug, turn off, keep away from power sources when possible (e.g., on a laptop – unplug laptop and run off the battery).

Summary of tips provided by Julie Harland
Appendix B: Embed Video into PPT

This video can also be viewed on YouTube at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1jw8O0z4S0

- YouTube videos can be embedded into PowerPoint.

- Laura Bergells of Maniactive.com shares how in the video

Click on the above image to view the video on YouTube....